For Earth & Humanity
…[we] just have to keep working away [at Disclosure] and hope that someday [we] get a critical
mass, and [the public] will say, in one way or another, 'Mr. President or Mr. Prime Minister we
want the truth and we want it now because it affects our lives.1 —Paul Hellyer, Canadian
Secretary of Defense (Rt)

OPEN LETTER
Professional Research, Science, Tech and Investigation Community
Dear experts and professionals, whether spaceflight engineers, astrophysicists, scientists,
astronomers, propulsion and superluminal flight physicists, MDs and PhDs, aeronautical
engineers, astronauts, aerodynamicists, space psychologist, optical physicists, tele-robotics
and reverse-technology engineers, Ufologists and authors, and many others concerned
with Disclosure of the ET/EFO 2/Cosmic Life Reality:
I am organizing the Cosmic Life Exposé™ to DISCLOSE this reality to our planet—we are
going on LIVE TV across 70+ countries to reach up to 1 billion viewers!
Please resist any emotional recoil if you are in mainstream academia, science and other
traditional areas where you are not privileged to access the facts of this reality. Regardless your
personal beliefs, this project should help you, your industry, humanity and Earth.
I will provide more CLE details in a moment but first let me give you a little insight on my
background and my motivation for the CLE.

A Brief Backgrounder
Most of you do not know me but I am, among other things, a cosmic life researcher of 30 years. I
grew up in the building industry and successfully owned and managed several companies only
to end up working for a major NYSE REIT advising its officers. I’m also an inventor and sent
my first videogame design to Mattel at age 11—they laughed at me but somebody, 15 years
later, took a lessor design and made millions with it. I made my first 8mm film about the same
age and applied for my first patent by age 14. I eventually left the building industry to pursue
my passion as a producer (working below the radar of studio head Charlie Arneson) at Fox
Quote from 2005 keynote speech at the University of Calgary by ex-Defense Secretary (during the 1960s) Paul Hellyer delivered at
the Disclosure Canada Tour. See: Gander, Kashmira, “Former Canadian defence secretary Paul Hellyer calls on governments to
reveal UFO information,” Independent (April 20, 2015). At: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/former-canadiandefence-secretary-paul-hellyer-calls-on-governments-to-reveal-ufo-information-10190024.html See ALSO:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt1WVeyMqdo
2 EFO = Extraterrestrial Flying Object. Note: EFO is substituted for UFO to clarify intended meanings of original sources (UFO is
considered synonymous with EFO by the general public, not governments or some disciplines).
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Studios Baja.3 When Fox sold the studio and kicked everyone off the lot, I lost everything and
had to rebuild. I went on to document and write the “Double Top Secret” trilogy and I am in the
process of producing the first installment, “DTS: Blackout,” an $80M budgeted drama based on
actual “secret” US military investigations and sightings between WWII and 1948.
Along the way, I also consulted with the failing horseracing industry and ended up redesigning
it from the ground-up toward tripling revenues, profits, and longevity using revolutionary
concepts like AERSA and the landmark $200M TV-Transmedia series/season “Winner’s
Universe” (WU).4 WU required many new approaches and innovative tools, including cultural
bias marketing.5 I also innovated the world’s first ever superconvergence studio design, a $3B
system with a unique set of tools and inventions never before seen or used by Hollywood for
making all forms of content at a fraction of today’s costs. The system was so powerful it could
conceive a new TV show today and in 45 days have it tested, aired and turning a profit—
unheard of by New York network standards.6 In short, I am a creative problem solver and idea
generator who has worked across dozens of industries so I see things others do not. It is that
unique mix of talent, experience and skills that enabled me to solve the complex CLE problem!

Sprouting the Seeds of the 22nd Century
After drafting the DTS film stories and the first screenplay I started to prepare the producer’s
package. I soon realized the first film was essentially a “Soft Disclosure” event—we were going
to be revealing the actual secret history of the UFO and how the military and White House dealt
with it. I then realized we needed some sort of proper Disclosure event, not just a film—a
companion project that offered the stunning facts, cases, evidence and more. After all, who
doesn’t want to know the true history of the “flying saucer” and why the government made it
“top secret”—that is fun entertainment but it needed an educational counter-part to go with it,
if Disclosure was to succeed. Hence the conceptual seeds of the CLE were born.
As I began to design the CLE an incredible number of problems came to the surface. The most
troublesome was finding a way to overcome 70-years of built-in culture-based ridicule that
surrounds the entire topic of ET, “flying saucers,” UFOs and the like. As I mentioned, I had
become an expert on “cultural bias marketing” (CBM) during my work on “Winner’s Universe”
and realized it was the only tool that could help me overcome such a problem.7
In a nutshell, CBM is used to diminish or destroy a cultural taboo or preconception so that the
traditional marketer’s messaging will once again work. For example, assume a tribe hates liver
and onions because of a built-in cultural taboo (say 300 years ago people of the tribe ate
contaminated liver and most died and hence the tribe’s beliefs, superstition, and cultural

I was aided by then Kwikrig owners, Harry Heeks and David Skinner under the production company name of Firelight Films.
The project was quashed by Creatoran’s Consulting client The Jockey Club®, presumably, in part, for lack of funding. I was never
able to present AERSA or the other solution proposals to horseracing, hence the industry is continuing its needless decline.
5 Although I have a graduate degree in business and marketing, I was forced become an expert in, cultural bias marketing (also
known as Cultural Engineering).
6 I didn’t have $3B laying around so I set the project aside.
7 Cultural bias marketing is little-known discipline. There are about 12 people on the planet who know what it is or how to apply it
because it is so seldom used commercially.
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patterns arose). Until a cultural bias marketing expert removes the old tribal taboo, no amount
of sales discounts, trial offers, and other forms of traditional marketing are ever going to work
on the tribe—they simply cannot hear or assimilate the marketing message because they are
“closed off” from the concept altogether—it’s taboo. CBM seeks to repair this problem.
In the case of the CLE design, I also faced many obstacles across mainstream academia, science,
and the general community of professionals—let’s face it, decades of Sci-fi, UFO lore, fantasy,
kooky spirituality, association with the paranormal, bogus psychics and other Charlatans as
well as Hoaxers and government counterintelligence tricksters has turned the subject matter
into a joke-of-sorts—an otherwise very serious subject is seen by the non-expert or nonprofessional community as a mecca for laughter, derision and ridicule. The CIA’s Robertson
Panel had to be educated to this very fact in the 1950s—top minds just couldn’t believe the US
government took the UFO subject seriously!8 Yet in spite of these and others problems, I found a
way to overcome them all in the CLE design using CBM and other tools. Put another way, I
cracked the Disclosure code—I found a way to get the whole world to open its mind!
And perhaps more importantly, I found a way to prove, beyond all doubts (to the entire world),
the validity of ET/EFO/Cosmic Life Realty—to ensure the entire planet learns the facts. It took
an incredible amount of hard work but the CLE evolved into a mega-global event design with
every component carefully engineered to create a powerful synergy that leverages results.
A key part of my motivation for the CLE also came from my earnest desire to give back to the
hard-working professionals of Ufology—I could not thank so many personally any more than I
could thank individual rain drops for helping water the farm’s crops—but I could try to reward
them with an industry-wide Bonanza that gave them the benefits they collectively sought.9

Sci-fi Is Now Becoming Reality
We all remember “Star Trek” Sci-fi fantasy but now “worm drives” and “impulse
engines” (at least the principals and know-how to build them) are finally here and
humans could be visiting their first exoplanet within 2-decades. We’re expected to set up
our first Mar’s Base Camp in 2028. 10 Most of the world has never heard of superluminal
flight (flying above the speed of light barrier proposed by Einstein) but would be very
surprised to know top minds are working on the problem as we speak—remember, the
experts said the sound barrier was impossible to break too.
Recent scientific experiments have resulted in moving theoretical concepts of worm
drives and impulse engines to the tables of applied science and technology. We are
developing these tools and capabilities for humankind’s future right now. However, the

This is documented across many sources so I will skip them and simply refer the reader to: Report of Meetings of Scientific
Advisory Panel on Unidentified Flying Objects Convened by Office of Scientific Intelligence, CIA (Jan 14-18),” CIA Archives (taken
Oct 5, 2017). At: https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP79B00752A000300100010-4.pdf
9 The DTS trilogy relies on the research efforts over thousands of authors and other researchers whose works were need to ferret out
a reasonable illustrative history of the UFO from WWII to 1954 (the trilogy’s focus area).
10 Lockheed Martin IAC, “Mars Basecamp Planery,” Australia’s Science Channel. At:
https://twitter.com/PatriotOrg/status/915606722504355841
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point is that if humankind can achieve such a level of know-how in just a few hundred
years of relative industrialization and technological advancements, then any civilization
in the cosmos with a few million years head-start can do it too. Therefore, given the
mainstream consensus that there are hundreds of billions of inhabitable planets in our
galaxy alone, and that hundreds of millions are likely hosting civilizations over a million
years older than ours, is it so unreasonable to suggest just one cosmic race might have
created a “worm drive” and visited Earth already?
The problem is most of us who work on, or study, or research these things are familiar
with these questions and realities but most of the world is not—the CLE’s purpose is to
fix that—to educate humanity, bring them up to speed—and it needs your help to do it!

Team Effort With Individual & Global Payoffs
The CLE project is seeking to be advised by, or hire, or consult with many of you. Do you have
something we should consider or special original evidence we should review? Fine, let us know
and we may pay you for your efforts or works. Want to go to the international CLE Symposium
as a speaker or purveyor? Fine, let us know and we will guide you through that process to try
and ensure your success. We can also help you build presentations or videos for CLE audiences
around the world. Do you want to promote or fund space technology and related aspects and
want to get involved—excellent, let me know and we’ll work together on it as part of the
Cosmic Sciences International mission (the official sponsor of the CLE). Want to recommend
someone of high integrity and an open mind for our Blue-Ribbon scientific, technology and
expert panel or legal staff—also great, drop us a line (there is form at the end of the document you
can print, fill out and mail us). Yet such tangibles are just the beginning of the CLE’s benefits.
Post CLE Disclosure, expect to see once prohibited areas of research and study funding blossom
into abundance. Expect a global consumer rush for old and new works by authors, experts and
anyone working on ET/EFO/Cosmic Life subject matters as the public demands more details
and turns to existing works globally. Instead of selling a few hundred books or videos, etc.,
purveyors may find many thousands flying off the shelves. Speaking engagements and rates
may jump markedly. Yet this is only a fraction of CLE’s projected benefits.
Still, the project is not really about helping any one of us, it is about helping big projects and
humanity and our Earth. Our Post-Disclosure world, having been carefully engineered to be
enthusiastically uplifting, will drive industries of every nature to gradually shift priorities as
they embrace the new Cosmic Life Reality. We will unleash an incredible store of benefits:
[Disclosure] cannot be appreciated fully, however, without also appreciating a central fact of the
past 50 years of UFO/ETI secrecy: that covert human projects have possessed advanced
extraterrestrial technologies and have been "reverse-engineering" them for decades. This means
that in the post-disclosure era, there will be the opportunity to eventually apply these technologies
to the problems of human society. The elaboration of the mechanisms of advanced energy,
propulsion, communications and other extraterrestrial technologies will have an extraordinary
impact on current earth technologies, including energy generation, transportation,
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communications, education, manufacturing, medicine and more. Aside from our science, physics,
mathematics and technology textbooks being rewritten, the practical applications of these
technologies will completely transform the face of human society. 11
—Steven M. Greer, M.D
Based on my own research, I must concur with Dr. Greer’s assessments—in fact, I’d say he is
understating the benefits and value of a Post Disclosure Earth. It is important humankind start
to assimilate this knowledge and push it to the forefront of human endeavors, which is why it is
a part of the mission and make-up of the CSI/CLE and its carefully crafted design.
Benefits? This project is expected to outcrop vital assistance to more than the following sectors:12
Space Exploration
Communications
Medicine
Cultural Arts/Entertainment
Anthropology
Agriculture
Computing
Environment

Education
Aerospace
Energy/Alt Energy
Manufacturing
Publishing
Mining
Construction
Sustainable Oceans

Science
Technology
Transportation
History
Travel
Geoscience
Waste Management
Wildlife Protection

And best of all, as governments release millions of pages of once classified “ET/EFO/Cosmic
Life related materials”, many researchers and writers will need to get into high gear and create
new works that help peers and consumers make sense of it all—new insights to science may be
revealed—new propulsion and shielding concepts—things unimaginable may be revealed for
exponential pay-offs! And you are sitting at the forefront of it all—you are now a part of
humanity’s enlightenment team so enjoy your status and do us all proud!
And Please Have Patients and See The Big Picture…
One of the pitfalls of working on a subject matter for decades is over-familiarity—an expert
tends to overlook the fact most people do not know what they have already confirmed (but,
happily, some do). For the benefit of those who do not know yet, those who do need to be
patient and realize the CLE is aimed at the general global public, public governments and all

Dr. Steven M. Greer has provided briefings for senior members of government, military, and intelligence operations in the U.S.
and around the world, including senior CIA officials, Joint Chiefs of Staff, White House staff, senior members of Congress an d
congressional committees, senior United Nations leadership and diplomats, senior military officials in the United Kingdom and
Europe and cabinet-level members of the Japanese government, among others. He is a lifetime member of Alpha Omega Alpha, the
nation's most prestigious medical honor society as well as an emergency physician and former chairman of emergency medicine at
Caldwell Memorial Hospital. Dr. Greer is widely regarded as the world's foremost authority on the subject of extraterrestrial
intelligence.
12 The list of projected benefits disclosed in Dr. Greer’s statement have been confirmed by many government insiders, focus area
research professionals, authors, journalists and others throughout the years; such statements are only surprising to those outside
professional subject area ranks (i.e. general public, mainstream science, academia, etc.).
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types of funders, not insiders and experts. This
project is about promoting science and exploration
of the living cosmos to plant the Giant’s bean-stalkseeds that will literally grow right up into the stars!

Global Statistics & Polls 13 14
Many in the US and around the world are now
calling for an end to ET/EFO/Cosmic Life Realty
ridicule and secrecy, demanding governments
disclose what they know.15 The statistics prove the
public is already well prepared for Disclosure so the
CLE is but a ceremonial formality now.
Drilling down into some interesting findings, a 2015
poll reported 72% of people in the UK said we are
not alone in the universe while 1/3 believe the
government is hiding knowledge about EFOs.16
Germans came in at 57%17 and Canadians at 78%18
in support for the existence of cosmic life. National
Geographic study revealed 77% of Americans
believe world signs show intelligent extraterrestrials
have already visited Earth.19 Gallup Polls taken
between 1966 and 1987 showed an average of 63%
of Americans considered EFOs real20 and 80%
believe the government is hiding the existence of
extraterrestrial life forms.21 22

Impulse Engines
Presented at the NASA Breakthrough Propulsion Physics
Workshop, Cleveland, Ohio, August 12-14, 1997 At:
https://physics.fullerton.edu/~jimw/nasa-pap/
Aerospace propulsion technology to date has rested firmly
on simple applications of the reaction principle: creating
motion by expelling propellant mass from a vehicle. We can
do better. A peculiar, overlooked relativistic effect makes it
possible to induce large, transient rest mass fluctuations in
electrical circuit components [Woodward, 1990; 1992].
Such fluctuations may be combined with a synchronized,
pulsed thrust to greatly increase the acceleration attainable
from a given amount of ejected reaction mass. A yet more
innovative implementation of the effect suggests it may be
possible to make engines that accelerate without the
expulsion of any material whatsoever. These
"impulse engines" are achieved without any moving
parts (in the conventional sense). The concepts involved
are supported by experimental results already in hand.
Moreover, due to the nonlinearity of the effect, Morris and
Thorne's [1988] traversable wormholes and Alcubierre's
[1994] "warp drive" may be attainable with known
technology (while remaining fully in line with the
established laws of physics, despite their "Star Trek"
nature)….
James F. Woodward
Departments of History and Physics, Cal State University

Over ½ billion people in India believe extraterrestrials (aliens) walk among us.23

All population calculations based on: “Current Population” World Meters, (taken Jan 21, 2017), et seq., At:
http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/
14 Compilation of Polls, NOUFORS.com. At: http://noufors.com/Documents/Briefing_Pg_8_Polls_9.13.10.pdf
15 Grant, Will, “Call for US to re-open UFO file,” BBC News (Nov 13, 2007), At: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/7091922.stm
16 Trayner, David, “Half of Brits believe in aliens - and almost 2m have met one,” Daily Star (Aug 24, 2015), At:
http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/460911/Aliens-UFO-half-Brits-believe-2-million-met
17 Main, Douglas, “Most People Believe Intelligent Aliens Exist, Poll Says,” Newsweek (9/29-2015), At:
http://www.newsweek.com/most-people-believe-intelligent-aliens-exist-377965
18 “Canadian UFO Poll: 3 million Canadians have seen UFOs” Ufology Research of Manitoba (October 15, 1997) (reprinted by UFO
Case Book (taken 4-29-17). At: http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc996.htm
19 Harish, Alon, “UFOs Exist, Say 36 Percent in National Geographic Survey,” ABC News (June 27, 2012), At:
http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/ufos-exist-americans-national-geographic-survey/story?id=16661311
20 Friedman, Stanton, “Flying Saucers and Science,” New Page Books, NJ (2008), Chp 8 and p. 207.
21 255 million is the number reported based on the US population at the time of the poll.
22 Costa, Cheryl, “UFOs, Disclosure and Plan B” Syracuse Times. (Dec 30, 2016), At: http://www.syracusenewtimes.com/ufosdisclosure-and-plan-b/
23 Reuters Staff, "They walk among us: 1 in 5 believe in aliens?" Reuters (April 8, 2010) At: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-aliensodd/they-walk-among-us-1-in-5-believe-in-aliens-idUSTRE6374B220100408 ALSO “India Population,” Worldmeters (taken Oct 5,
2017) At: http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/india-population/
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In China, the EFO reality is seen as a very serious, open subject by citizens, government and
especially scientists.24 According to Pravada, an estimated 700 million people in China believe in
EFOs.25 Over 400,000 Chinese subscribe to a magazine aimed at serious EFO research.26
Studies around the world consistently indicate over 50% of Earth’s inhabitants believe EFOs are
real in spite of what governments have proclaimed.27 Polling and survey extrapolations suggest
an estimated 3.7 billion people on Earth appear to believe in the EFO reality while roughly 370
million claimed to have actually witnessed one.28 29 30 31 Therefore, it is safe to say the majority of
Earth’s inhabitants view the EFO as a universal reality—disbelievers are in the minority now!
The CLE will merely reinforce what most of the global public already knows and it will help
convince the remaining minority.

So How Are We Achieving Disclosure!
Three things cannot be long hidden: the sun, the moon, and the truth.

—Buddha

Our extraordinary, high profile, global project begins by
asking three simple questions of the world as well as an
international Blue-Ribbon panel of scientists and experts:
1. Does Basic Cosmic Life Exist?
2. Is There Intelligent Life In Our Cosmos?
3. Has Intelligent Cosmic Life Visited Earth?

The New York Times, “U.F.O. Boom Doesn't Worry China's Rulers” (re-published by) UFO Evidence (Jan 11, 2000). At:
http://ufoevidence.org/documents/doc433.htm
25 Good, Timothy, “Earth: An Alien Enterprise, Pegasus Books, LLC, NY (2013), p. xxi
26 Associated Press, “China sees UFOs and calls it science, not superstition,” (Re-Published) by UFO Evidence (orig. pub. Jan 2,
2000). At: http://ufoevidence.org/documents/doc431.htm
27 “Summaries of Some Recent Opinion Polls on UFOs”, UFO Evidence: Scientific Study of the UFO phenomena and the Search for
Extraterrestrial Life (taken Jan 21, 2017). At: http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc999.htm AND “Public Opinion Polls on
UFOs”, UFO Evidence: Scientific Study of the UFO phenomena and the Search for Extraterrestrial Life (taken Jan 21, 2017), At:
http://www.ufoevidence.org/topics/publicopinionpolls.htm
28 “Public Opinion Polls on UFOs,” UFO Evidence (taken Jan 21, 2017). At:
http://www.ufoevidence.org/topics/publicopinionpolls.htm (Note: calculations are based on a wide collection of respectable po lling
that consistently mirrors historical polling conducted around the globe [the 50% figure used for the global population is within in
the margin of error across the collection of polls, timeframes and countries polled].
29 Extrapolated confirmations—Using a variety of UFO sighting statistics as well as UFO audience surveys, an estimated 10% (likely
under 5%) of those witnessing a UFO actually bother to report their sightings officially; this equates to an average of 90% of all
sightings world-wide going unreported and un-tabulated. If we use 370 million witness baseline (for official sightings reported),
then as many as 3+ billion people have probably witnessed a UFO. Next, if we assume 80% of all those sightings can be explained
conventionally, we are left with about ¾ billion people on the planet that may have actually seen an EFO and have many
unanswered questions—answers of which, in part, can be found by watching our trilogy and the CLE. ALSO see: Friedman,
Stanton, “Flying Saucers and Science,” New Page Books, NJ (2008), Chp 1 and Chp 8 for further documentation of the “less than
10% of sightings being reported.”
30 “Canadian UFO Poll: 3 million Canadians have seen UFOs” Ufology Research of Manitoba (October 15, 1997) (reprinted by UFO
Case Book (taken 4-29-17). At: http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc996.htm
31 “Canadian UFO Poll: 3 million Canadians have seen UFOs” Ufology Research of Manitoba (October 15, 1997) (reprinted by UFO
Case Book (taken 4-29-17). At: http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc996.htm
24
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These questions will be asked and answered scientifically, technologically32, evidentially,
factually and per federal law standards (e.g. rules, trial law, etc.) presented on “live” global
television, satellite, mobile and Internet across 70+ countries with over ½ billion viewers—a true
history making event! 33
The stunning answers will be celebrated by the great pillars of our societies during the grand
unveiling event--the CLE World Concert (held in 10 major global cities) and the crowning Earth
Gala (held in the United States)34—a LIVE TV extravaganza featuring world dignitaries, royalty,
movie stars and celebrities, VIPs of industry, science, education, philanthropy and others of
high status and position—all collectively lighting humanity’s way, demonstrating how the
world should accept and act under the new Cosmic Life Reality and paradigm shift!
Remember, it is not currently vital to success as to what anyone personally believes to be true,
but what is actually true. The reality is thousands of contractors, experts and people across
governments of the world have already confirmed the answers to the 3-Primary Questions is
“YES!” Some of those people may be disclosing what they know with respect to the answers!
We could even see government officials from countries such as France, China, Brail, Italy, USA,
Germany, New Zealand, Belgium, Russia, Australia and more officially participate in the event
and release stunning new facts once hidden from the world.35 Yet regardless officialdom’s
participation or not, the project will already be providing all the evidence needed to ensure the
same “YES” verdicts for a so called “Soft Disclosure.” 36
Once the answers are officially disseminated to a global audience, Disclosure will be over and
the next phase will begin. A plethora of Post Disclosure benefits will then be reaped by
humanity, industry, education, exploration, science and far, far more.

Why is the CLE Needed?
History teaches us that life always demands a decision, and when we fail to choose our own
destiny, the universe chooses for us.

Technological analysis is done by experts on cases when science concludes the phenomena is not natural but manufactured. For
example, experts might have to figure out if any conventional human craft can pull 50 Gs and stay intact (considering the per iod in
question and state-of-the-art technology at the time of the event, facts, etc. and all known factors). In other words, the CLE is doing
proper, professional, sound research and analysis and leaving no stone unturned—we want to give the Blue-Ribbon Panel every
chance we can for a YES verdict with a transparent, above board process so everyone can see we had no tricks up our sleeve!
33 The CLE is a partnership project between Cosmic Sciences International™ (nonprofit) and Imajilan™ (for-profit).
34 Scheduling dates and locations are underway and will not be officially known until sometime in 2018.
35 Remember the saying in the movie “Field of Dreams,” “build it and they will come?” We say “may” because once the CLE project
has achieves critical mass, world governments will take notice and may conduct internal studies to see if they should participate—
some could change their mind at the last hour.
36 The subject industry nomenclature or jargon “Disclosure” is defined as “an event that officially reveals to humanity the existence
of, and aspects of, intelligent extraterrestrial life that was previously hidden under “top secret” classification by government/s. It
often implies official government disclosure (it does not include nominal scientific discoveries, such as NASA verifying micr obial
life on Mars). “Soft Disclosure” is the term used to describe a private industry form of disclosure that reveals the facts and provides
absolute proof of intelligent ET yet gives governments flexibly (they can gauge the public’s response and use various tools t o
modulate negative impacts, if any, or they can support a well-accepted Soft Disclosure with officially sanctioned disclosure). It will
be difficult for any government to maintain secrecy post CLE—nobody will believe them, hence trust them—they are better off
joining in!
32
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Some governments are finding the cost of maintaining ET secrecy to be prohibitive as well as
risky. “Classified leaks” are becoming more prevalent globally. Then there is the specter of a
forced “X Disclosure Event” whereby cosmic life itself shocks the world into a new reality by
accident or force. These types of “uncontrolled disclosure events” can foster public panic and
cause adverse impacts on societies to disrupt markets, industries and more. Yet governments
like the United States, Australia, Belgium and others, including world organizations like the
United Nations, continue to “roll the dice with world stability and potential chaos” and avoid
Disclosure instead of engineering a positively charged approach—it’s time to remedy that!
How do we know disclosure can be done safely, even if “positively” positioned?
As NASA’s Norman R. Bergrun reminds us in “Ringmakers of Saturn,” ET has been with us
Earthlings for thousands of years and we are, after all, still here so why worry! 37 Yet doomsday
disclosures have been demonstrated several times in world history without ill impact. The first
time was WWII and the Atomic Age revelation when humans learned they could be instantly
annihilated! Publics did not flinch, let alone panic. The second event occurred in June 1947
when a businessman told the world about witnessing flying saucers (that had to be alien in
nature). The news covered the story world-wide yet nobody on the globe flinched! Other
“world ending” events also failed to cause panic (i.e. Ebola and HIV/AIDS outbreaks,
Chernobyl and Fukushima nuclear meltdowns, and so on). When told properly, humans adapt!
The problem is the ET issue was known and installed underground by the US military in WWII.
The Cold War’s “Shadow Government” then conducted psychological warfare tactics on the
American people and our enemies in order to heighten the fantasy and ridicule factor as well as
the perceived threat of ET toward maintaining “classified secrets.” In other words, in hiding the
ET reality, the government elevated the public fear-and-laugh factor surrounding it so that the
whole subject, once taken in stride by world citizens, now seems more kooky or ominous and
nefarious—a world view completely manufactured by the government itself and one that the
government now seems powerless to remedy. — Cosmic Paradigm Shift
The CLE removes baseless fear with a theme of revelation and celebration. Private industry,
being far more skilled at creating “positively charged nonprofit and for-profit events,” also
helps remove the disclosure burden from government to create a “social safety valve.”38

What if the Verdicts Are All “No”!
Let’s pause and assume we fail to bring in an official Disclosure verdict of 3-Yeses! Now what?
In a worst-case scenario, we still win! In addition to being highly educational, entertaining and
riveting for audiences, the CLE offers a greater social and cultural outcrop—it moves the public
awareness needle to the edge of the Cosmic Life Reality goal line. By using a global media
extravaganza with carefully constructed and choreographed components, an international
mood of fun, glamour, excitement, and celebration are forwarded that omits any heavy or
ominous tones—world cultures are thus more likely to instantly accept and adopt the cosmic
Norman R. Bergrun, Norman R., “Ringmakers of Saturn,” The Pentland Press Ltd (1986), p.29-133, Reprinted At:
http://podcast.sjrdesign.net/files/070_RingmakersOfSaturn.pdf
38 Governments can judge the public’s response and either support disclosure or again deny it.
37
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paradigm shift and the new ET reality even without an official “YES” verdict. Additionally,
governments, having witnessed the upbeat public reactions, will be moved much closer to
Disclosure—so even if we get THREE NOs, we should ultimately achieve the mission.

Healthy Versus Obsessed Skepticism
I respect careful skepticism but not the obsessed fanatic or skeptic.39 We see them in every
camp—the hard core or fringe who see aliens everywhere or tin-foil hatters or the jaded
skeptics—the type who could be beamed up by ET and would still not admit they were wrong!
I have already faced some less than professional Ufologist and Ancient Alien Theorists who
think my approach to the CLE will automatically lead to “bogus” results—that scientists and
other experts cannot be trusted to come to the table with anything but a predetermined view
that shoots everything down automatically—the so called “Edward Condon Effect.” However,
this is not even close to sound thinking—I know experts who have an open mind but need a
platform where they can safely apply their talents to the questions and not face peer or industry
ridicule or derision—and I am going to do my best to give them that platform. I don’t gamble.
First, this project is set-up specifically to enhance prestige, not harm it—think of it like Disney
meets Harvard with a dash of Comic-Con for fun and Red-Carpet Hollywood for glamour—the
world’s top personalities on display in their finery—top government leaders rubbing elbows
with them. It doesn’t get much more prestigious than that! What scientist or expert doesn’t need
a high-profile feather in their cap—everybody in their professional network will envy the hell
out of them for getting access to world VIPs, stars, royalty, philanthropists and more!
Second, the CLE is set-up for healthy skeptics—in fact, the entire theme pushes healthy
skepticism and sound judgment with a heaping of inspiration. This is because the CLE needs
legitimate people to study the evidence, etc.—that is what gives the project its clout!
Third, the CLE is set on a platform and process that ensures professionalism, not politics, but an
approach that fosters sound science, tech, legal rules, study and analysis, not pseudo-science
and fakery—we want the evidence questioned and scrutinized because the Panel are, in a way,
representing the Global Public Skeptic. The CLE opposes cheerleaders, fantasy, wild ass
theorists or those who drivel hogwash. The CLE relishes fact finding, expert professionalism,
the scientific method, expert technical analysis, the federal law and common-sense methods.
The CLE wins its respect by ensuring only serious study is done properly and on behalf of the
entire planet—not by people who lack the proper credentials but by true experts—the CLE
wants the Panel to properly evaluate the planet’s current evidence, cases, etc. and see if it good
enough to pass muster—let the cards fall where they may! We win either way!!!
Now, so I do not scare off any supporters seeking 3 “Yeses,” please realize I was smart enough
to research the hurdles faced by the CLE and that is why I am so confident the Panel will end
up there on their own accord. All we need is for the top pros to lend us a hand with the top
evidence and cases, etc. to ensure success—hence expect the “Yeses” applauded globally!
Switek, Brian, “The Idiocy, Fabrications and Lies of Ancient Aliens” Simthsonian.Com (May 11, 2012). At:
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/the-idiocy-fabrications-and-lies-of-ancient-aliens-86294030/
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Cosmic Life Exposé ™ (CLE)
Our cosmos is filled with life and some of that life is coming to Earth.

—Zelan Bonn

Global Television / Satellite / Mobile / Internet = 70+ Countries / ½ Bllion Viewers

Global Media

Law

Science

Learning

Planetary Celebration

World dignitaries, royalty, movie stars and celebrities, VIPs of industry, science,
education, philanthropy and more celebrating the new cosmic life revelation!
COSMICLIFE.world

The CLE infuses news, education, Reality TV, “live” music and VIP Gala into a global
entertainment showcase to create a unique, Mega-Size Disclosure Event.40 It radiates
wonderment and an upbeat, celebratory theme that incorporates VIP role models
demonstrating how societies should respond to the new Cosmic Life Reality. The project takes
the global public down the post-disclosure road and exposes the expected benefits anticipated
for all of humankind—it encourages a world future filled to the brim with hope!
The project is painstakingly designed using an amalgamation of disciplines and innovations
that include cultural-bias marketing, public relations, spectrum transmedia content fusion,
advertising, contests, communications, entertainment, news, telecommunications, social media,
and distributed and coordinated broadcasting across television, satellite, Internet and mobile
and far more.41

Advancing & Promoting Cosmic Science & Tech Pay-offs!
Additionally, because the CLE utilizes a Blue-Ribbon panel of experts, including scientists, it repaints the entire ET subject afresh with respectability—a patina of legitimacy so long missing
from the industry that it has hindered professional science and expert investigation and study. 42
We will see governments rethink once prohibited areas of investigation and fund new studies
after the CLE has helped remove outmoded stigmas and advance the subject as worthy of
legitimate endeavor and resources! 43

Specific details of the CLE project, schedule, shows, and event locations is proprietary for the time being.
CLE is independently produced by Imajilan™ and is not part of the traditional TV network system in USA.
42 The CLE is presented strictly from a professional corporate media approach—no kooky Sci-fi or fantasy elements or images, etc.
are in any of its marketing, advertising, content or other aspects (save the Symposium where uncensored fun is allowed by all
purveyors—yet the Symposium is subject to our TV cameras only as well as our spokespersons so that content and CLE Theme and
tasteful depictions are ensured throughout the event).
43 Scores of scientists and disciplinary experts want to work in this field but are being prevented by cancerous Dark Age cultures
that frown on such endeavors. This is largely due to past government-manufactured “ridicule factors.”
40
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Remember, the CLE seeks to hire the very best and does not ask them to do anything but
legitimate investigation and study—nothing more! The CLE’s role is as facilitator, charged with
bringing experts first-in-class cases, facts, documents, witnesses and other forms of proof (most
already vetted by professionals). In short, the CLE seeks to give the impartial experts the very
best evidence available. If the experts proclaim the collection of evidence is valid proof of the
ET/EFO/Cosmic Life Reality, then Soft Disclosure is affected! Keep in mind a final YES or NO
verdict is acceptable under the CLE’s Impartiality Rules.
Lastly, I have studied the failings of past Disclosure attempts. They often get too far off topic or
delve into strangeness, lack proper authority or use restrictive, fee-based viewership models—
too few people hear from the experts so their efforts fail goals and objectives. Alternatively, the
CLE is strictly focused on the 3-Primary Questions, provides respected and authoritative
experts from traditionally honored disciplines, and best of all provides FREE VIEWER ACCESS
WORLDWIDE—we may reach as many as 1 billion viewers. This means that complete
Disclosure failure still results in very strong public awareness and education success!

A Word About The CLE Symposium
The theme of the CLE Symposium is all things related to Cosmic Life—in other words, this is
the one part of the whole project were “we let our hair down”: alternative energy, all manner of
research and study, pioneering technology, theoretical and applied sciences, space exploration
activities, radio astronomy, experts of every nature, professional authors and investigators
across the Ufology44 spectrum and so on. The idea is to ensure global coverage, knowledge and
perspectives encouraging all manner of discourse on the Cosmic Life equations, humanity and
Earth and to give the public an opportunity to engage, learn and enjoy.

Science, Law and Technology Assessment
The CLE seeks to cover all bases in answer the 3 Primary Questions. Many folks misunderstand
the role of science with respect to the study and verification of ET and especially EFOs. Science
is largely concerned with studying natural phenomena. For example, a strange light in the sky
with no known explanation first falls under the discipline of scientific investigation. Once
science conducts its investigation and concludes the light is not a product of “nature,” it’s work
is largely done. The next phase of study is then conducted by Intelligence & Technical Analysis
operations (whether civilian, government or military). Their respective job is to assess all
aspects of the lighted object by gathering as much data as possible to make formal analysis and
study conclusions (to the extent possible). For example, if the lighted object can perform flight
operations exceeding all known (and top-secret technology) on Earth, then the object can be
officially classified as “non-human” technology. It is also commonly said in the UFO
community that “we could convict the UFO as both real and extraterrestrial in a court of law
many times” over so the CLE is providing that opportunity as well—top attorneys will
represent both sides in a televised federal trial and a jury will being in the final verdicts!

Part of the CLE’s mission is to break-down old barriers and patterns of prejudice that have kept Ufology in the Dark Ages and
otherwise repelled mainstream science and expert study and investigations.
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The Official Evidence
The CLE has identified the evidence needed for the project’s success. That said, it is my firm
belief there is a cache of evidence all over the planet and the CLE must give it equal opportunity
for potential Panel review. Therefore, if you or your peers or anyone has contributory proof of
ET/EFOs/Cosmic Life Reality, then our open access forum allows it to be submitted. The CLE
will do its best to properly vet and submit first in class evidence to the Panel. Any original
materials loaned to the CLE are insured and kept under tight, armed security.45 Therefore, given
an entire planet’s worth of evidence, cases and witnesses and everybody having access to
provide such evidence to the CLE, the crème de la crème of evidence should be going to Panel
for review—all the best cases available—then let the verdicts be declared as they may!

Please Lend Me Your Support!
The CLE seeks to overwhelm the global public with a powerful, energizing, positive, fun
message, series and event that ensures enthusiasm over baseless fear. Its overall theme is of
revelation and celebration! I am asking for your support even if you do not believe in the
project46—what do you have to lose—if CLE succeeds, consider what Earth and Humanity gain!
At the very least, we ensure a vital, globally benign response to a possible “X Disclosure Event”.
The CLE will allow us all to step into a universe of greater understanding where we
realize humanity is but a drop in the unending multiverse of life where incredible
adventures, people and learning await us all! There is a Dark Ocean out there and i t is
humankind’s destiny to sail its boundless seas and enjoy the fruits of exploration and
new worlds. Yet the first step to understanding the value of venturing into mysterious
realms must be taken in our own world—it’s called Disclosure—humanity’s assimilated
understanding that our cosmos if filled with intelligent life—our collective epiphany, that
final step in the odyssey from the Age of Frightened, Superstitious Apes into the Epoch
of the Enlightened, Cosmic Humanbeing—for it is well time us Earthlings grow up!
Please lend the CLE a hand by spreading the word, donating, patronizing, granting,
participating and doing what you can to assure the CLE’s fruition for Humanity-Earth!
My Deepest Appreciation and Thanks To You All!
Zelan Bonn, MBA 47
Producer and CEO, Imajilan™
Creator, Cosmic Life Exposé™

All cases, evidence, etc. are screened using a preset criterion prepared by the Panelists or technologists or law experts—the
screeners will seek out the very best cases to submit to ensure every chance for success.
46 Support is also a key buffer against blow-back from folks seeking to sabotage our efforts for various reasons. A strong blanket of
community support helps insulate us from all such attacks!
47 PS--FOR THE RECORD—I’m reasonably healthy and not suicidal and the CLE evidence, witnesses, and plans etc. have been
distributed to many others who will take up the mantle should I suddenly vanish! The project is not going away even if I do!
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This form is used for our internal purposes only. We do not share your information without permission.

Name ___________________________________E-Mail ________________________Phone: ________________.
Entity ___________________________________. I/We wish to support the Cosmic Life Exposé™ (CLE).
CSI/CLE

MAY

I/We request:

MAY NOT publicly associate
Phone call

Meeting with

Me

Named Entity as an official supporter.

Mr Vanderschuit

Mr Bonn (10am to 2pm) on: T/W/Th

I/We wish to Attend (circle all that apply): 1) CLE Charity Dinner 2) Earth Gala 3) World Concert. Seats ___ .
Enclosed is a donation check made PAYABLE TO: Cosmic Sciences International (to be set up as a
501c3 nonprofit). The funds are to be used by CSI as needed for the Cosmic Life Exposé™ project. I/We
acknowledge the donation is NOT YET TAX DEDUCTIBLE until Cosmic Sciences International receives its
official State and IRS tax exempt status and notifies me/us in writing. ______________ Initials. 48 My/Our
donation check is enclosed: $_______________________. [CSI to notify me/us if/when tax exemption is approved.]
I/We require a tax write-off. I/We pledge a donation of $_____________________ once Cosmic Sciences
International receives its official State and IRS tax exemption status and notifies me/us in writing.
I/We wish to offer assistance to the non-profit side of the project as:
Board Mem

Consultant

Subject-Matter Expert
Fundraiser

Exec

Management

Website

Blue-Ribbon Panelist
Staff

Net/Social Media

Volunteer

Legal Team

PR/Spokesperson
My/Our Contacts

Paid:

Evidence/Witness

Content/Vid-Archive Supplier
Other (explain: use back or attach sheet).

This SURVEY SECTION is ONLY for those considering a relationship with the “for-profit” side.
I/We acknowledge You are NOT soliciting investment funds and You have NO obligation to issue
investment opportunities. You Acknowledge I/We have no obligation to participate or invest in any way.
By filling out and returning this form to CSI, I/We VERIFY we have NOT enclosed any investment funds.
I/We
ARE
ARE NOT an ACCREDITED INVESTOR/S.49 I/We would like to request more
information on any possible future private placement opportunities of the Cosmic Life Exposé™ project.
I/We will consider a minimum participation of $________________ and maximum of $_______________ .
I/We wish to offer assistance to the for-profit side of the project as:
Board Mem

Consultant

Sponsoring/Advertising
Talent/Hosts

Exec

Tech/Bus Advisor

Supplier/Provider

Music/Acts

Volunteer

Staff

Sharing Contacts

As Distributor for:

TV

Attach your business card or provide complete contact information on
the back of this form. Mail using enclosed envelope. THANK YOU!
CSI c/o Mr. Bonn
300 Carlsbad Village Drive #108A-110
Carlsbad, CA 92008
www.cosmicsciences.org
Every reasonable effort to ensure fruition of the CLE will be made but results are not guaranteed.
Please refer to “Accredited Investors,” SEC Investor’s Bulletin At:
https://www.investor.gov/system/files/news/documents/english/ib_accreditedinvestors.pdf
49

I/We are interested in:

Live Stage/TV Production as:

Satellite

In USA or Countries of ________________________________________.

48

PR.

Paid:

Mobile

Net Streaming

Other (explain: use back or attach sheet).

